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(54) AIRCRAFT LANDING GEAR WHEEL WITH INTEGRAL GEAR DRIVE

(57) An aircraft landing gear wheel (202) includes a
main body (206) with a hub portion (302) and a driven
gear portion (208). The hub portion (302) includes a gear

end (318) and an attachment end (316). The driven gear
portion (208) integrally and drivingly connects with the
hub portion (302) at the gear end 318).
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention generally relates tow-
heels of landing gear assemblies, of aircraft with electric
drive taxi systems (ETSs).
[0002] ETSs powered by auxiliary power units (APUs)
may now provide motive power for an increasing number
of aircraft when the aircraft are taxiing from landing to
the gate, and from the gate to the runway for takeoff. The
ETS may provide the motive power as an alternative to
motive powertraditionally provided by a combination of
aircraft main engines and separate carts. As ETSs are
utilized for motive power in an increased number of taxis,
for increasing distances, and for increased hours, it may
be desirous to design components and systems to with-
stand greater stresses for greater periods of time to pro-
vide needed reliability and longer periods of time between
needed repairs and maintenance.
[0003] The ETS may include a drive interface at an
aircraft wheel to allow the wheel to be powered by an
electric motor, powered by the APU.Traditionally, a driv-
en gear may be attached to the wheel and a driving gear
powered by the electric motor may be moved in and out
of a driving connection with the driven gear. The driven
gear and driving gear may be formed of a highstrength
steel to withstand stresses, as torque is transferred be-
tween them. The wheel, the driven gear is attached to,
may be formed of an aluminum alloy or different metal
or material than the driven and driving gears. The wheel
and driven gear may be attached with bolts or other at-
tachment devices or methods.
[0004] The wheel and attached driven gear may be
subject, regularly, to large changes in temperature, for
example between heated brakes after landing and minus
sixty-five degrees Fahrenheit (-65°F) during flight. The
differences in the expansion and contraction character-
istics of the materials of the wheel and driven gear may-
create stresses at the interface between the wheel and
the driven gear. In addition, differences in the flexibility
characteristics of the materials of the wheel and the driv-
en gear when the ETS provides motive power to the air-
craft may also cause stresses at the interface between
the wheel and the driven gear. As ETS is used for a larger
percentage of aircraft taxiing, these stresses on the
wheel and driven gear may cause wear or damage, and
lead to less than desirous maintenance intervals for the
landing gear.
[0005] Aircraft may have a weight limit on total aircraft
and cargo weights. When high strength steel is used to
form the driven gear, this may add to the aircraft weight
and thus lessen the weight of cargo the aircraft is able
to carry.
[0006] As can be seen,there may be an ongoing need
to minimize stresses on aircraft wheels and driven gears,
and in particular the interface between the wheel and the
driven gear, and maximize maintenance intervals.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In one aspect of the present invention, an air-
craft landing gear wheel, comprises a main body, com-
prising a hub portion including a gear end and an attach-
ment end; anda driven gear portion integrally and driv-
ingly connected with the hub portion at the gear end.
[0008] In another aspect of the present invention, an
aircraft landing gear assemblycomprises a wheel com-
prising a main body, and one or more rollers; the main
body comprising a hub portion including a gear end and
an attachment end, and a driven gear portion integrally
and drivingly connected with the hub portion at the gear
end; the driven gear portion comprising a first annular
stiff rail and a second annular stiff rail; the one or more
rollers rotatingly connected between the first annular stiff
rail and a second annular stiff rail;a tire mounted on the
hub portion;an electric motor assembly including a driv-
ing gear, and an electric motor drivingly connected to the
driving gear; andan actuator disposed to move the driving
gear into and out of a driving connection with the wheel.
[0009] In yet another aspect of the present invention,
an aircraft with an electric taxi drive system, comprises
a landing gear assembly comprisinga wheel, comprising
a main body, and one or more rollers; the main body
comprising a hub portion including a gear end and an
attachment end, and a driven gear portion integrally and
drivingly connected with the hub portion at the gear end;
the driven gear portion comprising a first annular stiff rail
and a second annular stiff rail; the one or more rollers
rotatingly connected between the first annular stiff rail
and a second annular stiff rail;a tire mounted on the hub
portion;an electric motor drivingly connected to a driving
gear; andan actuator disposed to move the driving gear
into and out of a driving connection with the wheel; andan
auxiliary power unit electrically connected with the elec-
tric motor, to selectively drive the electric motor.
[0010] These and other features, aspects and advan-
tages of the present invention will become better under-
stood with reference to the following drawings, descrip-
tion and claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]

Fig. 1 is a front view of an aircraft with an electric
drive taxi systemaccording to an exemplary embod-
iment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a landing gear assem-
bly according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig.3A is a perspective view of a wheel with an inte-
gral driven gear according to an exemplary embod-
iment of the present invention;
Fig. 3B is a magnified view of a section of the per-
spective view of the wheel of Fig. 3A in area B;
Fig. 3C is a further magnified view of a section of the
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wheel with an integral driven gear of Fig. 3B;
Fig. 3D is a front view of the wheel of Fig. 3A;
Fig. 3E is a side view of the wheel of Fig. 3A; and
Fig. 3F is a magnified view of a section of the side
view of the wheel of Fig. 3E in area F.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0012] The following detailed description is of the best
currently contemplated modes of carrying out the inven-
tion. The description is not to be taken in a limiting sense,
but is made merely for the purpose of illustrating the gen-
eral principles of the invention, since the scope of the
invention is best defined by the appended claims.
[0013] Variousinventive features are described below
that can each be used independently of one another or
in combination with other features.However, any sin-
gleinventive feature may not address any of the problems
discussed above or may only address one of the prob-
lems discussed above. Further, one or more of the prob-
lems discussed above may not be fully addressed by any
of the features described below.
[0014] The present invention generally providesan air-
craft landing gear wheel with a main body including an
integral hub portion and driven gear portion which may
be used in an aircraft ETS. In general, differences in char-
acteristics of materials in a wheel body and connected
driven gear may cause stress at the interface between
the wheel body and driven gear with large fluctuations in
temperature, or flexing due to movement of the wheel.
Although wear as a result of these stresses and the re-
sulting maintenance intervals may have been acceptable
in the past, increasing use of ETS systems may make
the reduction of these stresses desirous. Reducing the
stresses at the interface of a main body of a wheel and
a driven gear may result in less wear of the components
and longer maintenance intervals.
[0015] Referring now to Fig. 1, a front view of an ex-
emplary embodiment of an aircraft 100 with an ETS 102
is illustrated. The ETS 102 may provide motive power to
the aircraft 100 when the aircraft 100 is taxiing from the
gate to the runway, and/or landing to the gate. The aircraft
100 may include one or more landing gear assemblies
106. The ETS 102 may include an APU 104, for example
a turbine engine or other internal combustion engine (not
shown) for selectively powering the ETS 102. The APU
104 may be selectively electrically connected to one or
more electric motor assemblies 108. The one or more
motor assemblies 108 selectively drive one or more
wheel assemblies 110 on at least one of the landing gear
assemblies 106.
[0016] Referring now to Fig. 2, a perspective view of
an exemplary embodiment of the landing gear assembly
106 is illustrated.The landing gear assembly 106 may
include the wheel assembly 110, the electric motor as-
sembly 108, and an ETS actuator 222. The wheel as-
sembly 110 may include wheels with an integral driven
gear 202 and a tire 204 mounted on a hub portion 302

(shown and described in relation to Figs. 3A-3F) of a
main body 206 of the wheel 202. In some embodiments,
the tire 204 may be mounted onto the hub portion 302
with two piece aluminum wheel halves (not shown). How-
ever, other methods and apparatus for mounting the tires
204 onto the wheel hubs, as known in the art, may be
used.The main body 206 may include a driven gear por-
tion 208 including a first annular stiff rail 212 and a second
annular stiff rail 214. One or more rollers 216 may be
rotatingly connected between the first annular stiff rail
212 and the second annular stiff rail 214. The wheel 202
will be further described in relation to Figs. 3A-3F.
[0017] The electric motor assembly 108 may include
an electric motor 220, and a driving gear 218 including
driving gear teeth 224, driven by the electric motor 220.
The ETS actuator 222 may selectively move the electric
motor assembly 108 into and out of driving connection
with the wheel 202. When the electric motor assembly
108 is in driving connection with the wheel 202, the driving
gear teeth 224may mesh with the rollers 216, and the
driving gear 218 may drive the wheel 202. When the driv-
ing gear teeth 224 mesh with the rollers 216, the driving
gear teeth 224 may protrude into spaces 210 between
the rollers 216. The electric motor assembly 108 may be
brought into driving connection with the wheel 202 when
it is desirous for the ETS 102 to provide motive power
for the aircraft 100 during taxis.
[0018] Referring now to Figs. 3A-3F, an exemplary em-
bodiment of the wheel 202 is illustrated. Fig. 3A illustrates
a perspective view of the wheel 202, Fig. 3D a front view
of the wheel 202, and Fig. 3E a side view of the wheel
202. Fig. 3B illustrates a magnified view of section B of
Fig. 3A; Fig. 3C illustrates a magnified view of section C
of Fig. 3B; and Fig. 3F illustrates a magnified view of
section F of Fig. 3E.
[0019] The wheel 202may include the main body206.
The main body 206 may include the hub portion 302 and
the driven gear portion 208. The hub portion 302 may
include a gear end 318 and an attachment end 316. The
driven gear portion 208 may be integrally and drivingly
connected with the hub portion 302 at the gear end 318.
[0020] The main body 206 may also include an attach-
ment portion 304 integrally attached to the attachment
end 316 of hub portion 302; and an intermediary portion
306 integrally attached between the gear end 316 and
the driven gear portion 208. The wheel 202 may be at-
tached to the landing gear assembly at attachment por-
tion 304. The intermediary portion 306 may include one
or more weight apertures 308 to lessen the weight of the
wheel 202. The intermediary portion 306 may include
connecting bars 322 with fillets 324.
[0021] The driven gear portion 208 may include a cy-
lindrically shaped driven gear back portion 312, the firs-
tannular stiff rail 212 radially extending from the driven
gear back portion 312, and the second annular stiff rail
214 radially extending from the driven gear back portion
312. Either or both of the first annular stiff rail 212 and
the second annular stiff rail 214 may include one or more
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roller apertures 310. The roller apertures 310 may be
evenly spaced around the circumference of either of both
of the first annular stiff rail 212 and the second annular
stiff rail 214.
[0022] The wheel 202 may include multiple rollers 216
rotatingly connected between the first annular stiff rail
212 and the second annular stiff rail 214. at regular in-
tervals and forming the spaces 210 between them. The
rollers 216 may have an elongated cylindrical form with
a length, and a cross section of each of the rollers 216
may have a diameter. The rollers 216 may rotatingly con-
nect with the first annular stiff rail 212 and the second
annular stiff rail 214 through bearings 314 disposed, at
least partially, in the roller apertures 310. In a non-limiting
example, the bearings 314 may include needlebearings
320 or other roller bearings. The needle bearings 320
may include small rollers or "needles" between a shell
and the roller. In an alternative embodiments a solid
bushing, made of low friction material, or any device
which will support a rotating shaft or pin may be used in
place of the bearings.
[0023] The dimensions of the driving gear 218 and driv-
ing gear teeth 224 may correspond to the roller 216 length
and cross section diameter, the size of the spaces 210
between the rollers 216, and the distance between the
first annular stiff rail 212 and the second annular stiff rail
214; such that the driving gear 218 meshes with the roll-
ers 216. The dimensions of the driving gear 218, the driv-
ing gear teeth 224, the roller 216 length and cross section
diameter, the size of the spaces 210 between the rollers
216, and the distance between the first annular stiff rail
212 and the second annular stiff rail 214 may be designed
to ensure that the driving gear 218 and the wheel 202
will not experience stresses which may cause premature
wear and damage during torque transfers at expected
speeds for expected durations.
[0024] The main body 206 may be formed of the same
material, which may, in a non-limiting example be an alu-
minum alloy, and may be forged as one integral compo-
nent. After forging, the main body 206 may be heat treat-
ed, and then may be machined. The rollers 216 and the
driving gear 218 may be formed of a steel alloy.
[0025] It should be understood, of course, that the fore-
going relates to exemplary embodiments of the invention
and that modifications may be made without departing
from the spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in
the following claims.

Claims

1. An aircraft landing gear wheel, comprising:

a main body, comprising;

a hub portion including a gear end and an
attachment end; and
a driven gear portion integrally and drivingly

connected with the hub portion at the gear
end.

2. The wheel of claim 1, wherein the main body further
comprises an intermediary portion integrally con-
nected to the gear end of the hub portion and the
driven gear portion, and including at least one con-
necting bar.

3. The wheel of claim 1, wherein the main body further
comprises an attachment portion integrally connect-
ed to the attachment end of the hub portion, for at-
taching the wheel to a landing gear assembly of an
aircraft

4. The wheel of claim 1, wherein;
the driven gear portion further comprises a first an-
nular stiff rail, and a second annular stiff rail; and
the wheel further comprises one or more rollers ro-
tatingly connected between the first annular stiff rail
and the second annular stiff rail; and
further comprising bearings rotatingly connecting the
one or more rollers between the first annular stiff rail
and the second annular stiff rail.

5. The wheel of claim 4, wherein:

the first annular stiff rail comprises roller aper-
tures, and the bearings are disposed, at least
partially in the roller apertures; and
the bearings comprise pinion bearings.

6. The wheel of claim 4, wherein:

the gear portion further comprises a gear portion
back section; and
the first annular stiff rail, and the second annular
stiff rail radially extend from the gear portion
back section.

7. An aircraft landing gear assembly, comprising:

a wheel, comprising a main body, and one or
more rollers; the main body comprising a hub
portion including a gear end and an attachment
end, and a driven gear portion integrally and
drivingly connected with the hub portion at the
gear end; the driven gear portion comprising a
first annular stiff rail and a second annular stiff
rail; the one or more rollers rotatingly connected
between the first annular stiff rail and a second
annular stiff rail;
a tire mounted on the hub portion;
anelectric motor assembly including a driving
gear having gear teeth, and an electric motor
drivingly connected to the driving gear; and
an actuator disposed to move the driving gear
into and out of a driving connection with the
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wheel.

8. The landing gear assembly of claim 7, wherein the
driving gear teeth mesh with the one or more rollers
when the driving gear is in driving connection with
the wheel.

9. The landing gear assembly of claim 18, wherein the
wheel comprises spaces between the rollers; the
driving gear drives the wheel when the driving gear
and the wheel are in driving connection; and the driv-
ing gear teeth protrude into the spaces as the driving
gear drives the wheel.

10. An aircraft with an electric taxi drive system, com-
prising:

a landing gear assembly comprising;

a wheel, comprising a main body, and one
or more rollers; the main body comprising
a hub portion including a gear end and an
attachment end, and a driven gear portion
integrally and drivingly connected with the
hub portion at the gear end; the driven gear
portion comprising a first annular stiff rail
and a second annular stiff rail; the one or
more rollers rotatingly connected between
the first annular stiff rail and a second an-
nular stiff rail;
a tire mounted on the hub portion;
an electric motor drivingly connected to a
driving gear; and
an actuator disposed to move the driving
gear into and out of a driving connection with
the wheel; and

an auxiliary power unit electrically connected
with the electric motor, to selectively drive the
electric motor.
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